Diagnostic Ultrasound: Head and Neck

 Presents a compilation of the best of head and neck sections with a combined focus from Diagnostic Imaging: Ultrasound; Diagnostic and Surgical Imaging Anatomy: Ultrasound and Expertddx: Ultrasound. With 21 brand new diagnoses chapter and over 1,800 images, this book is the most comprehensive book on Head and Neck Ultrasound.

 Diagnostic Ultrasound: Head and Neck is divided into three parts: 1. Anatomy, which covers relevant sonographic anatomy in the head and neck (with complementary images from CT, MRI); 2. Diagnoses, the core content of the book with detailed sonographic description of common Head & Neck lesions, key clinical information and practical scanning tips towards identifying the wide spectrum of diseases in this region; 3. Differential Diagnoses, which provides differential diagnoses for common sonographic signs/appearances. Although the book is on ultrasound, readers will find images from other imaging modalities so as to highlight the importance of multimodality imaging in modern clinical practice.

 As with all Amirsys references, all of the information is distilled into succinct, bulleted text, with a Key Facts box with quick go-to information. Diagnostic Ultrasound: Head and Neck will provide all of the essential information for all practicing "sonologists" and anyone with an interest in head and neck ultrasound.
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